
Created by Product Lifecycle Management, manufacturing and cloud veterans, Propel is a 
customer-focused cloud PLM solution that helps your customers, partners and employees 
propel innovation and propel your business. For more information, visit propelPLM.com.
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Recommendations to 

Improve PLM ROI

REVENUE

Faster Time to Market by

Reduced Project Cycle Time by

20% - 30%

50% - 70%

Increased Customer Satisfaction, 
Retention and Loyalty

Reduced Time to Profit

$

STRATEGIC BENEFIT

 Maximized supply 
chain collaboration 
with contract manu-

facturers

Unprecedented 
real-time visibility 
into product data 
organization-wide

Improved speed and 
accuracy of product 

related decision 
making

RISK

Reduced Average Number of 
CAPAs Open at Any Given Time

40%

Improved compliance to 
standards

Improved quality of 
supplier data and trace-
ability of ingredients

Reduced time managing 
corrective and preventive 

actions (CAPA)

COST

Reduced Engineering Change Order 
(ECO) Cycle Time

30%- 70%

Reduced Product Development Costs

25% - 40%

Increased R&D Productivity

20% - 30%

Improved Accuracy and Reduced 
Rework (Quality and Operating Costs)

30% - 60%

The Real ROI of PLM

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) has helped manufacturing companies realize tangible benefits for dozens of 
years. But often times, the result are hard to quantify or fail to address real business impact. Propel, a customer- 
focused PLM software company, reviewed hundreds of sources, including data from CIMdata, Accenture, Oracle, 
Autodesk and Integware. The results? PLM can definitely help engineering, but it has a much broader impact across 

the entire manufacturing business.

How PLM Software Benefits Manufacturers

Strategic Benefit: PLM helps more than just engineers. The 
true value of PLM is when manufacturers can use product 

data to improve business outcomes for their customers, 
partners, suppliers and sales channels.

Revenue: PLM has always helped time to production. 
Manufacturers should also use PLM to drive market 
success with more coordinated launches, higher 
product quality, more targeted products, and faster 
incorporation of customer feedback.

Cost: PLM has a proven track record for driving 
down manufacturing and part costs. But manufac-
turers should also consider the overall cost of prod-
ucts, including marketing costs, service and repair 
costs, training costs and more.

Risk: PLM has helped reduce issues with scrap, compliance 
and quality. Manufacturing firms should also think how PLM 

can be used to reduce overall business risks, such as having a 
deeper understanding of customer trends and product margins.


